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Optical Deflection and Temporal Characterization
of an Ultrafast Laser-Produced Electron Beam
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University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109, USA
(Received 18 October 2004; published 15 July 2005)
The interaction of a laser-produced electron beam with an ultraintense laser pulse in free space is
studied. We show that the optical pulse with a0  0:5 imparts momentum to the electron beam, causing it
to deflect along the laser propagation direction. The observed 3-degree angular deflection is found to be
independent of polarization and in good agreement with a theoretical model for the interaction of free
electrons with a tightly focused Gaussian pulse, but only when longitudinal fields are taken into account.
This technique is used to temporally characterize a subpicosecond laser-wakefield-driven electron bunch.
Applications to electron-beam conditioning are also discussed.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.95.035004 PACS numbers: 52.38.Kd, 52.38.Ph
With the advent of lasers capable of producing ultrahigh
intensity pulses, it is now possible to study the interaction
of matter with light at unprecedented levels of field
strength characterized by the dimensionless parameter
a0  eE=m!. When a0  1, the electric field of the light
pulse is large enough that electrons oscillate at relativistic
velocities. One application that has received considerable
recent attention is the study of laser-accelerated electron
beams, which—on account of their low transverse emit-
tance [1,2]—hold promise as injectors for both conven-
tional accelerators and for all optically driven x-ray sources
based on nonlinear Thomson scattering [3–5].
A finite optical pulse imparts net momentum to free
electrons. At moderately high fields, this momentum is
primarily transverse and arises from the intensity gradient
due to tight focusing; an electron initially born in the focus
will escape with an energy of a few eV [6]. However, at
high intensities, there is significant longitudinal electron
motion. This has led to proposals for ‘‘vacuum accelera-
tion,’’ whereby free electrons would be injected into an
ultrahigh intensity laser pulse to produce GeV electron
beams [7–9]. An experiment by Malka et al. [10] showed
that an electron could be accelerated to almost 1 MeV by
all-optical techniques. However, the model used to analyze
these results [11] employed fields that did not obey
Maxwell’s equations [12]. A more complete model [13]
based on previous theoretical [14] and experimental work
[15] shows the crucial role of longitudinal fields for tightly
focused, high intensity laser pulses.
Electron acceleration by laser generated plasma wake-
fields has also been demonstrated to produce energetic
electron bunches. They are expected to have a temporal
length of the order of the laser pulse duration [16], ranging
from 30 fs to >1 ps, depending on the laser system being
used. A direct measurement of the temporal profile of the
electron bunch would serve to elucidate the underlying
mechanism as well as a precise estimate of the x-ray pulse
from an all-optical synchrotronlike source. Recently,
electro-optic techniques have been developed to measure
the duration of picosecond electron bunches [17], whereas
optical techniques could achieve a resolution <30 fs.
In this Letter, we report results on the interaction of a
laser-produced electron beam with an ultraintense laser
pulse in a ‘‘colliding’’ geometry, where the two intersect
at an angle of 135 deg. The light pulse imparts longitudinal
momentum to the electron beam, leading to the beam being
deflected. To the best of our knowledge, we have shown for
the first time that the longitudinal fields that are present at
the focus of a high intensity laser pulse modify the trajec-
tory of the electron beam at relativistic intensities. We have
also shown that the temporal duration of the electron beam
is of the order of a picosecond.
The experiments were performed with a hybrid
Ti:Sapphire-Nd:Glass laser system that produced pulses
of 400 fs duration at 1:053 
m with maximum power
delivered at the experimental setup of 5 TW. The two-
inch diameter laser beam is split at the entrance of the
experimental chamber with a dielectric-coated beam split-
ter, which reflects 80% (primary beam) and transmits 20%
(secondary beam) of the incident pulse. The two beams are
transported and then recombined on a supersonic helium
nozzle. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 1. Both beams are focused with off-axis paraboloids
leading to a focal spot of 8 
m in diameter containing 40%
of the total energy. The focused primary laser pulse inter-
acts with helium from the supersonic nozzle to produce an
underdense plasma. The electron density has been inter-
ferometrically measured to be 1 1019 cm3.
Under the conditions of our experiment, helium is com-
pletely ionized by the rising edge of the laser pulse. As
such, the peak of the pulse interacts with a completely
ionized medium and is observed to stay self-focused over
the entire 1 mm length of the gas jet [18]. The plasma
channeling is observed by an imaging system that looks at
the Thomson scattered laser light at 1:053 
m. The inset to
Fig. 1 depicts the channeling of the two laser pulses
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through helium. When the primary laser pulse is focused
precisely on the sharp gradient at the entrance to the super-
sonic nozzle, a well-collimated, energetic electron beam is
observed along the direction of laser propagation on a
fluorescent screen (LANEX). The secondary laser pulse
can be manipulated to ensure precise spatio-temporal over-
lap with the primary pulse over the entire length of the
supersonic nozzle. When the two pulses are overlapped
within the plasma, there is significant modification of both
the channeling and the electron beam. To avoid such
plasma effects, the beams are overlapped at the exit of
the nozzle, where the density is 3 1018 cm3, low
enough that plasma effects are not significant. The top
edge of the supersonic nozzle is 600 
m below the vac-
uum focal spot. The precise spatial location of the two laser
pulses is shown in the inset to Fig. 1. The secondary pulse
undergoes self-channeling beyond the intersection point,
when it experiences higher gas densities.
When the two laser pulses are spatio-temporally over-
lapped at the exit of the supersonic nozzle, the trajectory of
the electron beam driven by the primary laser pulse is
modified. Figure 2(a) shows the electron beam produced
when only the primary pulse is present. The beam depicted
has an angular divergence of 1 deg. The energy distribution
of the beam is exponential with an effective energy of
520 keVas measured by us and in agreement with previous
observations [1]. The angular profile and energy distribu-
tion of the beam depend sensitively on the plasma density
and laser intensity. The former is fixed by maintaining the
backing pressure on the nozzle at a constant value. For the
latter, only those laser shots are considered where the
intensity is constant to within 5%.
Figure 2(b) shows the electron beam when the secondary
pulse interacts with the electron beam. The beam becomes
elongated, and, based on the experimental configuration, it
can be deduced that the electrons are imparted momentum
along the direction of propagation of the secondary laser
pulse. The transverse gradient of the secondary laser pulse
imparts momentum to the beam in the vertical direction
and this is also observed. The data shown are for the case of
maximum deflection, which is nominally referred to as
zero delay. If the two optical pulses are overlapped inside
the plasma, a strong enhancement of the Thomson scat-
tered light is observed where the pulses intersect [19], the
electron beam degrades in intensity, and does not have a
well-defined angular profile. The data clearly show the
need for a low divergence beam to achieve the necessary
angular resolution. Also, since the effect disappears when
the secondary focus is displaced by 5 
m vertically with
respect to the primary focus, it can be inferred that the
electron beam exiting the channel has a transverse spatial
extent <10 
m.
In order to model the deflection observed above, we
have solved the equation of motion mdv=dt  eE	
v B
 for an electron subjected to a linearly polarized,
FIG. 2 (color). Spatial profile of the electron beam with (a) one
laser pulse and (b) two pulses. The beam deflects in a direction
consistent with momentum being imparted to it along the propa-
gation vector of the secondary pulse.
FIG. 1 (color). Schematic of experimental setup to study the
deflection of a laser-produced electron beam by a second optical
pulse. The dotted line marks the boundary of the nozzle. The
primary laser pulse (P) drives the electron beam while the
secondary pulse (S) is used for scattering. Shown are the
diagnostics for monitoring the channeling of the laser beam
(CCD1) and the electron-beam characteristics (CCD2). The inset
depicts the channeling of the two pulses through the underdense
plasma and shows that the interaction point lies outside of the
supersonic flow. The bright region at the intersection point is
primarily due to the scattering of the laser beam from the top of
the nozzle.
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focused Gaussian laser pulse with finite temporal extent.
An approximate expression for the laser field may be found
in terms of a series expansion based on the expansion
parameter   1=k0w0 where k0 is the wave vector of
the laser pulse and w0 is the focused spot size. For the
current experiment,   0:02, the first order correction
needs to be considered and the nonzero components of
the electric field are given by [13].
Ex  E0w0w exp

 r
2
w2

sinG (1)
Ez  2E0 xw0w2 exp

 r
2
w2

cos1G: (2)
A similar set of equations can be written down for By
and Bz. In the above, G  !0t k0z	 arctanz=zR
 
zr2=zRw2 0, 1G  G 	 arctanz=zR
, w 
w0

1	 z2=z2R
q
is the dependence of the beam waist on
longitudinal position, 0 is an arbitrary constant, and zR 
k0w20=2 is the Rayleigh range. To simulate the electron
beam passing through the scattering laser pulse, 121 posi-
tions were selected inside of a 10 
m square grid, normal
to the axis of the primary laser pulse. Electrons were born
at each of these points with an initial momentum vector p0
directed 135 degrees relative to the secondary laser axis.
Using the laser fields shown above and a cosine squared
temporal envelope with a FWHM of 500 fs, the fully
relativistic equation of motion was then solved for each
particle independently using an explicit fifth order Runge-
Kutta solver for each of the 121 initial positions with
energies from 75 to 500 keV in 50 keV increments and
for various delays. The simulation begins when the leading
edge of the pulse intersects the electron and terminates
upon the electron exiting the rear of the pulse. The final
deflection angle is then defined in radians by tanD 

4  pyfpzf , where pjf is the final electron momentum in the
jth direction. Since the deflection is dependent on the
initial electron position, it has been averaged across the
cross section of the beam. Figure 3(a) depicts the results of
this calculation. The deflection is maximum for low energy
electrons and decreases as the electron energy increases.
In order to compare these calculations to the experimen-
tal data, the dependence of electron number on both angle
and energy needs to be taken into account. We have
assumed a uniform energy distribution across the cross
section of the beam, an assumption which is reasonable
for the lower energy electrons relevant here and has been
verified experimentally [1]. The unperturbed angular func-
tion is experimentally determined from single beam mea-
surements. Since the deflection depends on the electron
energy, an electron at angular position  is deflected to a
new angle ! 	 D, where the function D is
obtained by calculation and depicted in Fig. 3(a). The
convolution of angle and energy is used to obtain the
angular profile of the electron beam when acted on by
the second laser pulse.
The results are depicted in Fig. 3(b). A reasonable
agreement is obtained between the experiment and the
calculations, validating the claim that the beam is deflected
by the ponderomotive force of the secondary laser pulse.
We have also performed the above calculations without the
longitudinal term. In this case, it is found that the deflection
is more than 3 orders of magnitude smaller than that
depicted in Fig. 3(a). Interestingly, for the case where the
laser and electron beams are copropagating, the electron
trajectories with and without longitudinal fields are practi-
cally indistinguishable [20].
The polarization independence of these results has been
experimentally verified. A half-wave plate was used to
rotate the plane of polarization through 90 degrees. The
spatial profile of the deflected electron beam was found to
be nearly identical for the same delay and laser power,
proving that the momentum imparted to the electrons does
not depend on the laser polarization. The details of this will
be reported elsewhere. We also note that there is insignifi-
cant energy change of the electrons, due to the short
interaction time between the electron bunch and the laser.
This was observed in the experiment by inserting an addi-
tional 100 
m aluminum filter in front of the fluorescent
FIG. 3 (color). (a) Calculated mean deflection angle of an
electron as a function of its initial energy for a0  0:5.
(b) Measured and calculated angular profiles of the electron
beam with one and two laser pulses.
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screen. Combined with the filter already mounted on the
fluorescent screen this serves to stop electrons with energy
<200 keV and the deflected signal was reduced sixfold.
By varying the delay between the primary and secondary
beam, we measured the duration of the electron beam.
Figure 4 shows the angular displacement of the beam as
a function of time. The mean position of the beam was
obtained by the following procedure: the transverse lineout
of the spatial profile was averaged along the vertical direc-
tion to take into account the spatial dependence of the
ponderomotive force. A least-squares fit to a Gaussian
profile was then used to obtain the centroid of the beam.
The electron beam is deflected for a time spanning about
1 ps, which is longer than the duration of the laser pulse but
consistent with the temporal profile of the plasma wave
previously measured by Le Blanc et al. [21]. This corre-
sponds to the duration of the electron bunch in the energy
interval 100–500 keV and could also be used for the
measurement of the temporal profile of ultrafast electron
beams used for time-resolved x-ray diffraction [22].
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that an energetic,
ultrashort, laser-produced electron beam can be deflected
by a tightly focused high intensity laser pulse. The deflec-
tion depends crucially on the longitudinal fields present at
focus, which impart momentum to the electrons along the
propagation direction of the laser pulse. The observed
deflection is also found to be independent of the laser
polarization. The measured temporal duration puts an
upper limit on the length of the electron bunch 1 ps.
Using higher intensity and shorter pulses, this technique
can be extended to the measurement of multi-MeV bunch
lengths with <100 fs resolution. Optical manipulation of
the electron trajectories also opens up the possibility of
conditioning laser-produced electron beams. Since the
magnitude of the deflection depends on the electron energy
for a fixed laser intensity, a monochromatic, low-
emittance, ultrashort electron beam can be obtained by
using a suitable aperture downstream of the interaction
region.
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